In this paper the dynamic behavior of linear induction motor is described by a mathematical model taking into account the end effects and the core losses. The need for such a model rises due to the complexity of linear induction motors electromagnetic field theory. The end affects by introducing speed dependent scale factor to the magnetizing inductance and series resistance in the d-axis equivalent circuit. Simulation results are presented to show the validity of the model during both no-load and sudden load change intervals. This model can also be used directly in simulation researches for linear induction motor vector control drive systems.
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electrical circuit is implemented and prepared for further study especially for the vector control drive systems for LIM's. During the modeling process it is assumed that the primary which is simply a rotary motor primary cut open and rolled flat.
2-Mathematical Model of LIM
A mathematical model is proposed by the following equations [4]:
………. (1) ……… (2) ……...
Where, the flux linkage components in (1)-(4) are given by: (7) ) (
In the above equations
The Q factor is associated with the length of the primary, and to a certain degree, quantifies the end effects as a function of the primary, and to a certain degree, quantifies the end effects as a function of the velocity v as described by equation (10). Also the motor thrust force will be given as: 2009 Vol.5 No.1 , 2009 
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